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Environmental
Policy
Project (SEPP), a nonprofit
research and education
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based
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Arlington, Virginia. SEPP,
in turn, was founded in
1990 by Dr. S. Fred Singer,
an atmospheric physicist,
and incorporated in 1992
following Dr. Singerâ€™s
retirement
from
the
University of Virginia.
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GMT Climate Change
Reconsidered - In the
ongoing
debate
about
whether
humans
are
dangerously affecting the
climate, facts can often be
lost in the holler of
propaganda.
To
help
readers gain better traction
on the facts beneath the
hype Tony Bright-Paul
herein offers us a very
simple Climate Quiz for
2016, which is good for ...
Wed, 20 Dec 2017 23:12:00
GMT Climate Quiz for
2016 - Principia Scientific
International - Rolling
blackouts,
skyrocketing
costs coming if enviros
prevail. Enlarged . Enlarged
. Icecap has worked
pro-bono in teams of
scientists, econometricians,
lawyers and policymakers
(here and here for example)
trying to prevent an assault
on our nationâ€™s energy
by radical environmental
groups and politicians who
benefit from pushing not
ready for primetime energy
sources. Sat, 08 Dec 2018
00:21:00 GMT ICECAP A lot has been written about

the need for public debate
between alarmists and
skeptics on the science of
climate change. Earlier this
month there was an actual
debate, at the Colorado
State University, Pueblo,
Colorado. The slides are
available online and they
tell a remarkable story
about the ... Sun, 26 Aug
2012
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GMT
Looking at an actual
climate change debate CFACT - Global Warming
Fraud
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to
Unravel.
David
Attenborough
Again
Demands: Depopulate the
Planet. How Many People
Died for Your Green
Consumer Fix Mon, 19 Mar
2018 19:46:00 GMT Global
Warming is a Fraud Citizens Electoral Council by Judith Curry Tropical
Storm Isaac is now spinning
up in the Gulf of Mexico.
The models have finally
converged on New Orleans
as the landfall location. Are
better
forecasts
of
hurricanes possible? New
research is pointing the way
for improvements, and
more
useful
hurricane
forecasts are becoming
available from the private
sector, particularlyâ€¦ Tue,
27 Nov 2018 19:32:00
GMT Hurricane (?) Isaac |
Climate Etc. - by Nic Lewis
Emergent constraints on
climate sensitivity: their
nature and assessment of
validity. There have been
quite a number of papers
published in recent years
concerning
â€œemergent
constraintsâ€•
on
equilibrium
climate
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sensitivity
(ECS)
in
comprehensive
global
climate models (GCMs), of
both the current (CMIP5)
and previous (CMIP3)
generations. Fri, 25 Aug
2017
12:30:00
GMT
Emergent constraints on
climate sensitivity: Part I ...
- Denial of scientific
findings is neither a new
nor
an
unexplored
phenomenon. In the area of
environmental science and
policy though, the research
on denial has not been
systematically summarized
and analyzed. Mon, 16 Oct
2017
12:40:00
GMT
Climate and environmental
science denial: A review of
the ... - Weâ€™ve all seen
the breathless stories about
the latest sign of the coming
Artificial
Intelligence
apocalypse, and weâ€™ve
all seen the fine print
revealing those stories to be
empty hype. So is there
anything at all to the AI
phenomenon, or is it all just
another
boogeyman
designed to scare us ...
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GMT Is AI Real or Is It All
Hype? Convince Me. : The
Corbett ... - The graph
shown in Scafetta et al.
(2017) ends in 2014, which
means that papers published
in the last 3 years are not
included. Also, there were
several other published
climate sensitivity papers
from the last decade that
were excluded from the
analysis, possibly because
they did not include and/or
specify TCR and/or ECS
estimates in isolation, but
instead just used a generic
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Nov 2015 23:57:00 GMT
Recent
CO2
Climate
Sensitivity
Estimates
Continue Trending ... Over the last quarter
century,
mainstream
climate science has changed
dramatically,
from
a
paradigm where climate
changes naturally to one
where
climate
forever
remains the same unless
humans meddle with it. The
reasons for this paradigm
shift are clearly not based
on science. Sure, you can
always ... Fri, 07 Dec 2018
13:16:00 GMT Our Chaotic
Climate System Â« Roy
Spencer, PhD - Hello from
south central Idaho. In the
blink of a eye we have gone
from summer to winter. It
rained and snowed none
stop for 3 days. To the
south in the mountains and
foothills record amounts of
snow fell in 24 hours. 2 to 4
feet trapping livestock and
wildlife with no way to help
them. Sat, 19 Aug 2017
12:45:00 GMT Credibility
Is Crucial In The Fight To
Expose Climate ... - The
phrase
â€œglobal
warmingâ€• by itself is
often used to refer to the
rapid rise in temperatures
that
the
Earth
has
experienced since the start
of
the
Industrial
Revolution.In the last 100
years,
Earth's
average
surface
temperature
increased by about 0.8 Â°C
(1.4 Â°F) with about two
thirds of the increase
occurring over just the last
three decades. Wed, 29 Nov
2017 18:22:00 GMT Global

warming - RationalWiki Al Gore has provided a
target-rich environment of
deceptions in his new
movie.
After
viewing
Goreâ€™s most recent
movie, An Inconvenient
Sequel: Truth to Power, and
after reading the book
version of the movie, I was
more
than
a
little
astounded.The new movie
and book are chock-full of
bad science, bad policy, and
factual errors. Sat, 24 Feb
2018 13:40:00 GMT An
Inconvenient
Deception:
How Al Gore Distorts
Climate ... - New research
yields old result: Climate
warming slow, steady.
Observed value is half that
of CMIP5 climate models.
HUNTSVILLE, Ala. (Nov.
29, 2017) â€” The rate at
which Earth's atmosphere is
warming
has
not
significantly
accelerated
over the past 23 years,
according to research at The
University of Alabama in
Huntsville (UAH). If you
take awayâ€¦ Thu, 06 Dec
2018 19:50:00 GMT Study:
no acceleration in global
warming, climate ... Thereâ€™s brand new
published, peer-reviewed
literature out showing that
CO2â€™s impact on global
warming is far less than
what was once previously
suggested. Time to end the
climate hype. Of course
some
alarmism-addicted
readers will insist that we
ignore these findings, and
blindly accept the ... Tue,
07 Jul 2015 00:29:00 GMT
â€œSeismic Shiftâ€• In
Climate Scienceâ€¦ IPCC
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CO2-Induced
...
Conference on Climate
Change - R/B. Lindzen:
Understanding The IPCC
AR5 Climate Assessment
"Carbon restriction policies,
to have any effect on
climate, would require that
the
most
extreme
projections of dangerous
climate actually be correct,
and would require massive
reductions in the use of
energy to be universally
adopted. Fri, 07 Dec 2018
22:05:00
GMT
Observatorio ARVAL Climate Change; The cyclic
nature of ... - By: Marc
Morano - Climate Depot
July 6, 2015 8:34 PM with
1109 comments Climate
Depot Exclusive. Dr. Ivar
Giaever,
a
Nobel
Prize-Winner for physics in
1973, declared his dissent
on
man-made
global
warming claims at a Nobel
forum on July 1, 2015.
â€œI would say that
basically global warming is
a non-problem,â€• Dr.
Giaever announced during
his speech titled â€œGlobal
Warming Revisited. Sat, 08
Dec 2018 00:57:00 GMT
Nobel
Prize-Winning
Scientist Who Endorsed
Obama Now Says ... BibMe Free Bibliography
& Citation Maker - MLA,
APA, Chicago, Harvard
BibMe: Free Bibliography
& Citation Maker - MLA,
APA ... - It is astounding
that dangerous man-made
global warming fanatics
like Obama and Prince
Charles, in addition to all
those
climate
change
charlatans
at
various
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academies of science such
as The Royal Society,
prefer to ignore real word
observational
data
on
climate and solar activity,
in favour of psuedo-science
and climate models that
consistently have failed in
their
scenarios
and
projections. Scientists and
Studies predict â€˜imminent
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